Tarzana Oral Surgeon, Jay B Reznick DMD of SCCOFS Honored as a 2014 Top Rated Doctor
The Acclaimed Oral Surgeon Has Been Selected as One of the Top Rated Doctors and Dentists in Tarzana,
CA to be Honored on a Television Commercial Segment
Online PR News â€“ 22-May-2014 â€“ (Tarzana, CA) Acclaimed Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeon, Jay B Reznick
DMD has been selected as one of the top rated Surgeons in the Tarzana region to be featured on a television
commercial segment airing on FOX during the Good Day LA Show - the #1 morning program in Los Angeles.
The commercial segments introduce the best local Doctors and Dentists in the community to promote
healthcare and make the selection process easier for viewers at home.
Doctors and Dentists like Jay B Reznick DMD were selected by an independent research team who
determined them to be the regions highest rated healthcare specialist through patient reviews on websites
such as: Web MD, Yelp, Rate MD, Health Grades, Angies List, Droogle and other leading independent
healthcare rating companies.
Jay B Reznick DMD, one of the highest rated Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeons operates a successful practice,
So. California Ctr for Oral and Facial Surgery located at 18372 Clark St Ste 224, Tarzana, CA 91356. Dr.
Reznick is recognized world-wide as one of the leading clinicians and educators in the fields of dental
implantology and advanced oral surgery techniques. He is a consultant for many dental and surgical
manufacturers and has developed instruments and techniques used by clinicians throughout the world. He is
a frequent speaker at continuing education meetings and has published many articles in his field. Dr. Reznick
also has an incredibly caring and experienced staff that helps make his patients experience great.
Â
Patients hold Jay B Reznick DMD in the highest regard. My daughter is very precious to me so only the best
will do! Dr. Jay Reznick was just the physician I was looking for. I was impressed with his education and
experience and the superb job he did on my daughter definitely backed that up! His bedside manner is
impeccable and I felt my daughter was in the best hands, I was right! Thank you, Dr. Reznick , for taking such
good care of her!" - Annie Avery
Â
In addition to an overwhelming amount of favorable feedback and reviews from his patients, Jay B Reznick
DMD has been awarded over the years with top achievement awards such as the Los Angeles SuperDentists
- Los Angeles Magazine, March 2014.
Â
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